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Team building programs

Best corporate event in the mountains
Team building programs
Adventure programs
Evening programs

1

Smugglers in Dolní Morava

Welcome to a game that combines retro with modern technology. The game is perfectly tailored to
the mountainous environment of Dolní Morava. You can look forward to a combination of adrenaline,
physical challenges, logical tasks and many other activities connected by an innovative and entertaining
mobile app.

Call us or write to use
to discuss the details
firemky@dolnimorava.cz
+420 734 875 294
Velká Morava 46, Dolní Morava 561 69

›
›
›
›

Teams equipped with a backpack with the necessary equipment at the start of the game embark on
a journey and complete tasks to receive points using an application in their phone.
The team encounters various tasks during the game - physical challenges, riddles, puzzles, ciphers,
observation and attention tasks and more.
The mobile app tracks the current location of teams, assigns tricky tasks, and allows teams
to communicate with each other in the field.
This modern team game brings classic team buidling to life with its simplicity, visual appeal and fun.
Spring - autumn

Spring - autumn

2 - 4 hours

Team building programs

Team building programs
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Mystery of the lost Jewish treasure

3

Partisan submachine gun

An autdoor team game based on the use of a geolocation mobile app with interactive and multimedia
features built in a mystical world of sefirots, part of the Jewish Kabbalah. The aim of the game is to discover a treasure that was hidden in Dolní Morava by a local merchant before World War II.

We invite you back to the past with a team game in which you will experience a real military day with
everything that belongs to it. You will experience new challenges and tasks that will verify your readiness to intervene in an unexpected situation and solve the tasks assigned to the team.

›
›

Teams will get a backpack with a variety of equipment to help them complete their tasks on their journey.

›

Teams will receive a map showing the locations where they need to perform tasks - ciphers, logic
riddles, secret script, distance estimates, skill tasks, performance, dexterity and augmented reality tasks.

›

›

The goal is to get a numeric code for a cryptex encryption device that holds a map of the Jewish treasure.

Spring - autumn

Spring - autumn

2 - 4 hours

›

Teams will undergo a military race, which aims to successfully go through as many activities as possible
and achieve the best possible ranking.
Each team embarks on an adventure with a fully equipped knapsack with standard equipment for
military marches.
During the game you will be working with a detonator, treating the injured, working with a gas mask,
guiding the blind, deciphering a Morse code message and many other military activities.

Year - round

5 – 200 people

2 - 5 hours

Team building programs

Team building programs
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Bushcraft in Dolní Morava

5

Adventure and outdoor life is a rediscovered phenomenon. During this team building you will learn to
survive with limited resources and take care of yourself or others in the team in any situation in the beautiful mountain environment of Králický Sněžník. You will learn from the best, because the program was
developed in collaboration with survival experts, preppers and adventurers.

›
›
›

Selected programs and demonstrations will teach participants basic and advanced techniques
of self-rescue and improvisation in the open terrain.
Participants can look forward to building a shelter, lighting a fire, finding food and water, the ability
to navigate the terrain, obstacle crossing and other activities.

Stone Age with a mammoth

Step into the shoes of our ancestors and learn some of the skills that have allowed them to survive in the
harsh nature. Learn about the primitive times, including ideas that have moved old civilizations forward.
The Stone Age is full of skills, inventions and teamwork that can still be applied today.

›
›
›

To create the right atmosphere, teams will make their own clothes and Stone Age equipment.
The teams will face interesting tasks such as moving a stone, catching a mammoth, tracking, building
a fire, building a shelter, flint throwing and other activities.
Prehistoric entertainment and sports from the forgotten times are also part of the program.

An important element of the program is team cooperation, support and leadership towards the
philosophy of “I know, therefore I act”.
Year - round

5 – 200 people

2 - 5 hours

Year - round

5 – 200 people

2 - 3 hours

Team building programs

Team building programs
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From the mountains of Dolní Morava to the Morava River

7

Dolnomoraviáda

Experience an unusual trip on rafts, canoes or kayaks along the upper reaches of the beautiful Morava
River springing from the top of Králický Sněžník. Strengthen the team spirit and improve teamwork, communication and trust among colleagues, which are essential in rafting.

This Dolní Morava multi-event competition is a sports program with many stations and disciplines for all
program participants regardless of age and physical fitness. We’ve prepared mountains of fun, competition, excitement and teamwork.

›

›

›
›

We’ll teach you how to safely control the boat, and then you will set off for a remarkable new experience
with our experienced instructors. A team of professional paddlers will take care of you on land and
on the water.
You can choose one-day or multi-day trips with all the necessary equipment. We provide entertainment
on the water as well as on the shore where you will stay overnight.

›
›

Teams go through stations where they perform physical, creative, logical and adrenaline tasks for which
they earn points.
An adrenaline tower, curling, segway rides, American blowguns, archery, demining and fun tasks like
recognizing types of brandies with nail hammering and more.
In conclusion, the winners are announced and prizes awarded.

The difficulty of the route will be adapted to the participants’ skills.
Option of prizes for winners in the form
of regional and local products.
Spring - autumn

10 – 250 people

1 - 2 days

Spring - autumn

10 - 100 people

2 - 4 hours

Team building programs

Team building programs
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autumn

Cardiac arrest

Every company is like an organism where individual departments are more or less important, but they are
indispensable organs for the smooth functioning of the whole organism. Information connects them like
blood circulation. In a living organism, a clot at one end can clog an artery elsewhere, and in a company
a non-functioning information flow in one department can clog the river bed across the company.

›
›
›

A medical scene with a moment of surprise and abseiling of a team representative from the Sky Walk,
Adrenalin Tower or the roof of the Wellness Hotel Vista.
The teams are divided into groups representing individual organs and performing assigned tasks
at each station.
Tasks can be sporty, creative, logical or adrenaline-based.

Spring - autumn

10 - 100 people

2 - 4 hours

2020
IN PREPARATION
Escape from Stamichman’s mine gallery
›

A team escape game from the underground tunnels of an old mine gallery

Magical Sky Walk

2

Enjoy an evening stroll in the clouds at sunset or after dark over the illuminated valley. We have prepared
an exclusive evening program with a lit Sky Walk, relaxing music, candles and a guide that will reveal
interesting facts about this exceptional structure.

›
›

Adventure programs

Adventure programs
1

Option of choosing a hiking trip or chairlift ride.
Unique evening atmosphere under the starry sky.

Join us on the five 1,000m peaks and get to know the whole valley of Dolní Morava in one day. Under
the guidance of our experienced mountaineer, former member of the mountain rescue service, you will
climb the highest peak of Králický Sněžník (1,424 m above sea level), Sušina (1,321 m above sea level),
Podbělka (1,318 m above sea level), Slamník (1,233 m above sea level), and you will return to the valley via
the lookout tower at the top of Klepý (1,144 m above sea level). The total length of the route is 20 - 25 km
with a maximum elevation of 700 meters above sea level depending on the route selection.

›
›
›

We can arrange an astronomical program
or catering at the restaurant Skalka.

Year - round

10 - 500 people

1 - 3 hours

Crossing the 5 Dolní Morava 1,000m peaks

Option of choosing from several routes according to the difficulty, as well as shortening the journey by chairlift.
We can arrange packed lunches or a picnic on the route.
Commemorative certificate for all participants.
Year - round

5 - 100 people

all day

Mountain scooters

Adventure programs

Adventure programs
3

4

First footstep

Set out on a great adrenaline ride combined with heavenly views of the surrounding mountains and deep
ravines in the valley. Your companion will be our fatbike downhill scooters with proper wheels, which can
overcome every terrain. You can look forward to a 15 km panoramic ride.

Decorate the fresh corduroy with your first footstep before everyone else. Enjoy the slopes just with
your colleagues, with whom you can cut unlimited turns into a freshly groomed slope. After an intense
hour of skiing, you can look forward to a hearty brunch at the Slaměnka cottage next to a hot fireplace.

›
›
›

›
›
›

You can go with or without a guide.
Chairlift ride to the starting point at the Slaměnka cottage.
The total length of the route is 15 km with an easy profile and final downhill.

Exclusive slope rental before opening at 7:30 a.m. - 8:30 a.m.
You will be accompanied by an instructor who will be happy to provide information or advice.
Breakfast brunch with hot and cold buffet at the mountain cottage Slaměnka.
Option of buying an all-day ski pass with
the first footstep at a special price

Spring - autumn

5 - 100 people

1 - 3 hours

Winter

10 - 50 people

1 - 3 hours

Evening or daytime climb with snowshoes

Adventure programs

Adventure programs
5

6

Evening or daytime ski mountaineering hike with a guide

Climb with us in snowshoes and have a complete experience. Accompanied by an experienced guide with
a headlamp on his head, the darkening snowy landscape and crunching snow under your feet, it will be
an evening you will never forget. After the climb you will have dinner and a hot drink next to a crackling
fireplace at the mountain cottage Slaměnka.

Go for an evening ski mountaineering hike tour with an experienced guide, a former member of the
mountain rescue service. You will climb with a headlamp to the Slaměnka mountain cottage with dinner
and a drink by a hot fireplace. Get to know the secrets of this sport; you will also have the opportunity

›
›
›

›
›
›

Option to adjust the route according to individual requirements
Option of catering
Evening and daytime version according to your choice

Winter

5 - 25 people

3 - 5 hours according to route

to test avalanche equipment in the field.
Option to adjust the route according to individual requirements
Option of catering
Evening and daytime version according to your choice

Winter

2 - 30 people

3 - 5 hours according to route

Dog sled

8

Try a few hours with a pack of Alaskan Malamutes, Alaskan huskies and a dog sled. During this program
you will learn the discipline of mushing or dog sledding from scratch. You will learn that dogs really enjoy
mushing, learn how to harness dogs, learn how to control the whole team and how to use commands.
Finally, you will also enjoy a ride firsthand.

›
›

Adventure programs

Adventure programs
7

Option of including projection of photos from the expedition with dog sleds

Winter

5 - 100 people

Become racers at least for a while on a brilliantly prepared race track with professional timekeeping
and displaying results. We can prepare races for you on the cross-country track of European parameters, or on the ski slope Kamila.

›
›

In other seasons the dog team can pull a tricycle

1 hour - all day

Ski and snowboard races

The races take place in selected disciplines of giant slalom, classic slalom, parallel slalom, ski cross
or snowboard cross.
Option of selecting a track.

Winter

10 - 400 people

half a day - 1 day

Fun racing on Mammoth bobsled roller coaster

Adventure programs

Adventure programs
9

10

Hell’s wooden spoon

Measure your strength on the longest track in the Czech Republic and the second longest in Europe. You
can look forward to 3 kilometers of forest and open plains. You will pass through 25 lightning speed turns,
360-degree turns 12 meters above the ground, a figure eight loop and an underground tunnel, and you will
swing on 4 cool jumps over forest roads.

Cook under the supervision of our seasoned chefs. We have prepared a 3-course menu for you to
cook in a team with your colleagues, where everyone has an indispensable role. The task is to prepare an appetizer, soup and main course according to the assignment, and finally enjoy everything
you cooked.

›
›

›
›
›

Exclusive rental of the Mammoth bobsled roller coaster based on individual agreement
Preparation of fun races with timing of individual crews

Year - round

10 - 200 people

1 - 2 hours

Assignment of ingredients, tools and roles in the team
Evaluation and consumption of the prepared meals
Option of program in English
Year - round

10 - 30 people

1 - 2 hours

Adventure programs
11

Playful aromatherapy

Learn about aromatherapy, which will bring peace and harmony to your business event. You will learn to work
with therapy cards and aromatic essences. In the program you can look forward to a practical interpretation
of the therapy cards, mixing fragrant oils and balms and a relaxing hand massage.

›

Working in small teams of up to 10 people for a more intense experience

Year - round

5 - 40 people

1 - 2 hours

Evening programs

Evening programs
1

Tasting of Absinthe from Jeseníky

2

Icon quiz

Take a look into the secrets of the magical herbal liqeuer Absinthe from the Bairnsfather Distillery known
worldwide. The refined liqueurs from the small family distillery from Bělá pod Pradědem, producing their
drinks from 100% natural ingredients, were also Johnny Depp’s favorite.

Spice up your evening with a great movie or celebrity themed quiz. You need to be alert throughout the
quiz, because whoever has a faster hand wins. During the quiz the projection will gradually reveal images,
and teams have to guess what it is and press the button as quickly as possible.

›
›

›
›

Guided tasting of selected Absinthes and Bairnsfather Distillery herbal liqueurs
A demonstration of the French and Spanish drinking ritual, the louche effect and an absinthe pipe

The group will be divided into teams competing for victory.
In conclusion, the winners will be evaluated and announced.

Option of gift for program participants
in the form of gift flask Absinth Bitter 0.1l
Year - round

5 - 200 people

1 - 3 hours

Year - round

10 - 150 people

1 - 1,5 hours

Dolní Morava videostop

4

Get your brain cells working in the evening and play the favorite videostop with our presenters in a whole
new way. You will be asked questions about short excerpts from well-known Czech and international films
that will reveal true movie enthusiasts. The correct answers are either written on competition cards, or
the teams compete at the push of a button where the fastest one with the correct answer wins.

›
›

Evening programs

Evening programs
3

The group will be divided into teams competing for victory.
In conclusion, the winners will be evaluated and announced.

Year - round

10 - 150 people

1 - 1,5 hours

Pub quiz

Liven up your corporate event or party with a fun quiz based on light-hearted questions asked by a pleasant presenter. The whole program is divided into several parts with breaks so that the teams also have time
to eat and help strengthen the team with discussions.

›
›
›

The quiz can also be arranged in English.
The group will be divided into teams competing for victory.
In conclusion, the winners will be evaluated and announced.

Year - round

10 - 150 people

1,5 - 2,5 hours

Wellness hotel Vista | 4-star hotel surrounded by mountains of adventure
Congress facilities | Top catering | Corporate events from A - Z
www.hotel-dolnimorava.cz | www.dolnimorava.cz
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